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Warming the hearts  
of the grinchs

Everybody knows a real-life Grinch: Someone sour-faced and affronted by the so-
called “Holiday Season.” While the odds of these people actually being named Grinch 
are as tiny as the titular grump’s shriveled little heart, that won’t stop us from scouring 
the nation for real-life individuals and families who share a last name with Dr. Seuss’ 
world-famous character. Then, through a blend of IHOP’s deliciousness and 
SoulPancake’s signature humor and heart, we will bombard them with life-affirming 
holiday fun with a comedic host that brings out the innermost joy in every Grinch!  

Either by showing up on their doorstep or inviting all the Grinchs to one location under 
a false pretense, we’ll pull of an epic surprise of magical proportions! Possible activities 
for us to surprise the Grinchs with include a hilarious ambush by a choir of mariachi 
carolers, letting them play with a basket of “reindeer” (actually puppies wearing fake 
horns, like the Grinch’s dog Max), or an impromptu horse-drawn carriage ride down 
the block while helpers sprinkle them with fake snow. All this will culminate in 
presenting each family with a delicious stack of IHOP green pancakes. These will 
finally win the Grinch families over - and earn their holiday gratitude. 

Through WARMING THE HEARTS OF THE GRINCHS, SoulPancake will help 
affirm public recognition of IHOP’s dedication to the holidays, while connecting with 
both individual consumers and a wider digital audience - all through featuring our 
hallmark blend of hilarity and sincerity. 

Possible hosts include celebrities with high-crossover affinity among both IHOP and 
SoulPancake fans including Fine Brothers, Rhett and Link, Jim Gaffigan, Brittany 
Furlan, Chris D’Elia, Iliza Shlesinger, Josh Wolf, or Gary Owen. 

3 episode series
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CUSTOM CAMPING WITH MOOSEJAW

Our Yosemite Custom Camping experience gets an update with this Moosejaw-centric take on outdoor adventuring. Users can choose from an 

array of camp set-ups to peruse, based on whether they’re travelling solo, with a partner, or with the whole family.Then, after deciding where 

they want to make their camp, from wooded national parks to sweeping cliffsides, they enter the experience. Each set-up contains an array of 

Moosejaw products, from headlamps to tents to backpacks to cookware. If a user handles any of these, they will be swept into a scenario where 

it makes the most sense - for example, an umbrella will cause rain to start pouring down, or a lantern will cause the sun to set behind them. 

This creates a completely immersive, interactive world where every last item they see is a hands-on Moosejaw adventure - one that prepares 

them for taking those last steps and and venturing into the wild for real!
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Personalized Video Proposal

03.17.17



Spider-man: Homecoming
Tom Holland (or look/sound-alike) Personalized Video Message (activated and shared via social media).

Spider-Man on a rooftop speaking into a crummy camera:

"Hey, ANNE! Can you see me okay? Can you hear..."

He scratches his head and mutters:

"Note to self, ask Tony for new camera..."

Turning back to us:

"Look, the reason I'm calling you up ALL THE WAY OUT IN CALIFORNIA is 'cause a little bird told me you've been spreading rumors. Yeah, 
rumors, telling people that yours truly, the incredible Spider-Man, is actually THIS GAL....”

He holds up a photograph of ANNIE VALLE (Facebook profile picture)

"Grade A dweeb. You think that's me? Seriously?"

He tries to put down the photo, but can't - it's stuck to his hand. During the following, he struggles to rip it away.

"Look ANNIE, all I wanna say is that maybe you should cut out all the hypothesizing about who I really am. Go back to, I dunno...PLAYING 
TENNIS or WATCHING MOVIES or whatever other stuff you like to do. But stop asking about my secret identity! This is serious stuff, okay? So 
whatever you do, if some guy in a goblin mask on a hoverboard shows up at your place asking, don't tell them we spoke, you get the gist." 

Voice-over: “Spider-man: Homecoming Blu-ray and digital download available THIS FRIDAY in LOS ANGELES. Click to order now.”



Spider-Man: Homecoming  Personalized Video Photo “Web” Collage
 
The concept:  fans are prompted to send a photo “web” between mutual friends. The end result is a 
cut down Spider-Man: Homecoming trailer intercut with personalized text and images pulled from 
social media that both the sender and recipient are tagged in together.

For example :

The following would be intercut with clips from SM:H and photos of both sender and recipient, 
perhaps in an animated style, with web graphics overlaid to suggest that the photos are suspended 
in the air:

 
“ANNIE – remember all the adventures that you and your FRIEND KERRY have had together? Now 
SHE wants you to swing into action with HER again and come and watch Spider-Man : Homecoming 
this weekend! 

Voice-over: “Spider-man: Homecoming Blu-ray and digital download available THIS FRIDAY in LOS 
ANGELES. Click to order now.”

Spider-man: Homecoming



Personalized Video Proposal For My Dog’s Purpose

11.22.16






